
 

Round 10  Results 

 

Junior  Mixed Comps 

 

12/2 Blk vs Pendo  0-2 L 

12/2 Wht vs Pendo 2-0 W 

12/4 vs  Lidcombe 1-8 L 

13/3 vs  Bye 

13/4 vs Winston H 3-0 W 

14/1 vs  Winston H 1-0 W 

14/3 vs  St Michaels 2-2 D 

14/5 Blk vs Kellyville 2-0 W 

14/5 Wh vs Rouse H 0-1 L 

15/1 vs Ermington 8-0 W 

15/2 vs Regents Pk 3-2 W 

15/4 vs  Wenty W 2-3 L 

16/2 vs Kellyville  2-1 W 

16/3 vs  Bye 

17/1 vs  CHU Wht 7-0 W 

17/2 Blk vs Stanes 0-3 L 

17/2 Wh vs Kelly 0-8 L 

  

 

Senior Men's Comps 

 

Super League 

Firsts vs Rydalmere 5-0 W 

Res vs    Rydalmere 1-2 L 

  

Sen 6Blk vs  Pendo 4-2 W 

Sen 6Wht vs Pendo 2-4 L 

Sen 7 vs Lidcombe 3-2 W 

Sen 8 vs Baulkham H 0-6 L 

Sen 9Blk vs Holroyd 5-2 W 

Sen 9Wh vs CH RSL NRA 

Sen 10 vs Wenty W 2-1 W 

Sen 11 vs Newington 2-1 W 

Sen 13 vs  CHU 1-1 D 

Sen 14 vs  CH RSL 0-1 L 

35/2 vs Lidcombe 0-2 L 

35/4 vs Guildford 2-0 W 

35/5 vs Bye 

45/1 vs Nth Rocks Blk 2-3 L 

 

 

Girls and Ladies Comps 

 

 

12/1G vs  Kellyville 0-5 L 

14/1G vs  Rouse H 6-1 W 

14/2G vs  Auburn FC 0-3 L 

16/2G vs  Nth Rocks 3-2 W 

19/1G vs  CHU 7-0 W 

AAL2 vs   CHU 1-0 W 

AAL4 vs   Rouse Hill 0-1 L 

35/1L vs   Toongabbie  2-1 W 

Pendle Hill FC   50th Anniversary    Fund raising Raffle 

20th June 2015 Edition 7 - 2015 season 

 
By now each team would have received raffle tickets to sell for our Clubs 
fundraiser to ensure we can raise some funds to assist with the running of 
our 50th Anniversary season next year 2016.    We will be sending home a 
raffle book (one per PLAYER) with only 10 tickets each.  Each ticket sells for 
$3.00.  Players are asked to sell the tickets and return to your coach or    
manager. 
 
The major draw prize is for seven (7) night’s accommodation at the five star 
Sheraton Fiji Resort for 2 adults and 2 children (0-12 years) in an Ocean 
Breeze Room including a $2,000 Virgin Australia voucher.  Also included is 
breakfast daily at the Feast Restaurant and Kids Stay & Play Free and receive 
kid’s super dining discount for lunch & dinner.  Winners will also enjoy full 
access to the facilities of all three adjacent Sheraton and Westin Resorts.    
 
In addition to the major draw prize, we also have on offer the following in-
centive prizes:   
 
Major Prize Value = $5,724.00; Second Prize = Soniq Smart 55” TV Valued at 
$800.00; Third Prize = Xbox One Bundle Valued at $600.00; Fourth Prize = 
GoPro Valued at $300.00; Fifth Prize = FitBit Valued at $200.00; Sixth Prize = 
$150 Rebel Voucher; Seventh Prize = iPod Shuffle 2GB Valued at $60.00. 
 
BONUS PRIZE: The Team that sells the most tickets (as an average of players) 
will receive $250.00 Cash to spend on whatever they like. 
 
If you wish to have any more books please see Madel and she will be more 
than happy to give you more.   Once you have sold book/s please return the 
books and monies to Madel (via the canteen) ASAP so your team can be rec-
orded.   We thank you in advance for supporting our major fundraiser for the 
year.        Thank you. 

Tiger Tales 
Ne wsle tte r of Pe ndle  Hill Football C lub 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Newsletter of Pendle Hill Football Club 
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Pendle Hill Junior Football Club 
 

Committee 2015 
 

 

President Adam Ryder 0419251143 aryder@cooksplumbing.com  

Vice President Vanessa Carrett 0430514880 glesson21@optusnet.com.au 

Treasurer Tony Checchia 0419980866 ChecchTo@cba.com.au 

Assistant Treasurer Steve Bertram 0439303057 stevebertram@optusnet.com.au 

Secretary Robert Grieve 0429319329 robertmgrieve@hotmail.com 

Assistant Secretary Shaun O'Brien 0417193429 shaunobrien1@optusnet.com.au 

Head Coach Vince Scarcella 0401897226 vince_scarcella@msn.com 

Registrar Lucas Brown 0402125465 lucas.brown1@det.nsw.edu.au 

Assistant Registrar Vacant     

Comp Secretary Brian Kelly 0419293718 candbkelly@bigpond.com 

Asst Comp Sec Marco Checcia 0434063606  marcoch@optusnet.com.au 

Equipment Manager Joe Mandato 0411757277 joemandato@optusnet.com.au 

Publicity Officer Vince Scarcella 0401897226 vince_scarcella@msn.com 

Canteen Manager Julie Pollard 0411346108 jbayssari@hotmail.com 

Asst Canteen Jim Juillerat 0405290113 james.juillerat@bigpond.com 

Grounds Manager Vacant     

Social Secretary Madel Morgan 0411164408 madelmorgan@hotmail.com 

Asst Social Sec Nick Boland 0448985114 nicboland@live.com.au 

GDSFA Delegate Daryl Conroy 0414717743 jafkaz@optusnet.com.au 

GSDFA Delegate Aaron Johnson 0459997927 aaronjohnsonn@hotmail.com 

GSDFA Delegate Liam Gleeson 0424802796 glessy_11@hotmail.com 

Ladies Delegate Rose Capasso 0408887877 r.capasso@nib.com.au 

Webmaster Richard Baker 0417434809 webmaster@pendlehillfc.com 

MPIO Officer Simon Cooper 0425280306 scoop@turfcarensw.com.au 

Sponsorship Chris Anderson 0412011410   

Sponsorship John Simmons 0414829518 johnandkellisimmons@bigpond.com 
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Pendle Hill FC Major Sponsors 
 

NORTH  PARRAMATTA 
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Pendle Hill FC Sponsors 
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What’s News? 
 

Zambia’s School Supplies Fund 
 

You may remember in Tiger Tale Edition 3 2015, Emily Conroy and Samantha Adams were 

heading to Zambia to volunteer at an orphanage and Pendle Hill FC assisted in donating gifts 

of shirts, balls and pumps among other things.  Well here is an update thanks to Emily from 

Livingstone, Zambia. 

 
Yesterday afternoon I had the honour of visiting the Livingstone Young Stars football club. Established 

in 2004, the club was created with the purpose of improving the quality of life of vulnerable children in 

the area. Many of these children have lost parents to diseases such as aids, are exposed to substance 

abuse on a daily basis and thanks to this club have been given the opportunity to escape the various 

struggles they face. Consisting of 4 teams including an open age girls team, these kids learn lessons 

from how not to contract aids, to personal safety, all whilst playing a game they love. With thanks to 

the @pendlehillfootballclub we were able to leave these kids with matching set of jerseys for each 

team (jerseys they previously didn't have) and enough balls & pumps to keep them going for a long 

time! After watching them train and knowing they train 4 days a week I am looking forward to watch-

ing them wear these Tiger jerseys proudly on Saturday morning at their game ☺⚽   Emily Conroy 
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Match Reports 
Round 10 and 12 

 

6 Spirit 

Keen not to waste the day by staying in their warm 
beds on a cold winter’s morning, the boys of Spirit 
enjoyed two great games of football this weekend.  
 
On Saturday, Spirit played Glory in a fast paced and 
closely contended game. With neither side showing 
any sign of fatigue, Spirit pushed the pace right up 
until the final horn. Despite the determination to 
score demonstrated by both teams, the spirit of 
sportsmanship was evident and exemplified by Liam 
W who selflessly helped a number of Glory players 
back to their feet after they had fallen.  
 
Mocking the notion of a morning sleep-in, Spirit 
bounded back to the field to play Victory on Sunday. 
In an impressive display of ability, Liam M used the 
momentum gained from his prodigious run ups, to 
weave his way through the entire Victory team and 
score the first goal of the match.  
 
A special thank you to Jesse C of Wanderers who 
helped make up the numbers for Spirit on Sunday and 
complimented the team with his outstanding abilities. 
Well done boys for giving your best over two chilly 
days. 

 
6 Spirit 

Team Spirit had its fitness put to the test today with 
an energetic game of 2 on 2 with Team Strikers.  
 
The dedicated, dynamic, duo; Jared and Liam M, who 
used the power of their burps to spur each other on, 
were able to hold their own against the continuous 
onslaught from the 2 Strikers, Lachlan and Jesse.  
 
It’s awesome to see how excited the boys get when 
they kick a goal and today, both Liam M and Jared 
scored one apiece. The boys also showed some im-
pressive defensive skills, protecting our goal on nu-
merous occasions against the 2 very capable Strikers.  
 
Both Jared and Liam M dug deep and did Spirit proud; 
maintaining both abundant enthusiasm and a high 
tempo throughout the entire game.  
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Match Reports 
Round 10 

 
 

U11/7  vs  Winston Hills 

The Challenging Case of The Number 8 
 
A small hiccup in the morning left us without a coach 
and 3 players down. Luckily, Anis (Arsh's dad) stepped 
in and took over the running of the team. 
 
We had a blazing start and maintained our positions 
but the Winston Hills Number 8 managed to outma-
noeuvre our defence. Bianca tried really hard but nei-
ther she nor Rhys could stop the speedy ball as it 
whizzed past them into the goal. Once Kevin was di-
rected to help the game turned. He did 
some wonderful blocking and managed to smash the 
ball forward. 
 
From there it passed onto Aaron, Calvin and Joel be-
fore being headed in the right direction. Arsh, 
Abinesh, JJ and Rowan did a remarkable job in the 
forward positions. The passing between them was 
simply fantastic (if only Steve could have seen it!) and 
created numerous opportunities. Arsh had some awe-
some shots on goal. 
 
 

 
Everyone was ecstatic when our team finally landed 
the ball in the back of the net. Great shot! 
 
By the second half  we were 3-1 down but our de-
fence was bolstered with Kevin in goals and our own 
Number 8, Rhys, as a defender. The Winston 
Hills Number 8 line of attack was therefore swiftly 
extinguished, much to the frustration of the other 
coach (who soon got in trouble from the ref). 
 
However, by then our team was simply exhaust-
ed, carrying injuries and had no reserves. We were 
very happy to walk away with a 4-1 loss.  
 
This challenge was handled nicely by our team. We 
contained The Number 8, our passing was superb, our 
interim coach was excellent and the kids came off the 
field very sweaty but still smiling. Well done 11/7! 
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Match Reports 
Round 12 

 
 

U11/7  vs  St Michaels Baulkham Hills 

This is a HER and HIS version of a game our team had 
no chance of winning as only 7 of our players turned 
up on the day.  
 
We were outnumbered like never before on a large 
field with no reserves. Pendle Hill could only field 
seven players. 
 
From the onset Tyler was hard at it in goals 
and made some great saves. Tyler was in goals and 
had to make a save early in the match.  
 
Rhys worked well with Kevin to help defend the goal 
and repeatedly made some awesome clearanc-
es. Rhys and Kevin were fullbacks.  
 
Joel and Calvin were constantly on the go. They al-
ternated in the midfield between helping in any 
attack and double backing to assist the defence. Joel 
and Calvin were in the middle helping out in attack 
and defence. 
 
Our team worked so well it took the other team a 
quarter of an hour to finally penetrate our de-
fence to land a goal. St Michaels scored first at 8.45 
am...and their second goal at 8.50 am. 
 
Surprisingly, Aksharan and Abinesh formulated 
some exciting attacks on goal. They both made some 
fabulous shots which were sadly saved or deflected. 
Aksharan was up front with Abinesh making opportu-
nities when they could. 
 
By the second half you could not tell that our 
team was significantly outnumbered. Our players 
were beautifully in sync with each other and it 
showed in their game play. Towards the end of the 
1st half, the teams seemed more evenly matched. 
 
 

 
When Kevin stepped into the goals it became even 
more entertaining. He was saving anything that was 
pelted at him with gusto. He was having some seri-
ous fun. In the second half, Kevin was in goal .... he 
made a good save in the first 2 minutes. 
 
Tyler and Rhys became the fullbacks and showed off 
some great moves. They even managed to get the 
ball into attack! Tyler and Rhys were defending well. 
 
Aksharan, Abinesh, Joel and Calvin persisted in their 
attack with some long kicks on goal. They were all 
putting pressure on St Michaels. 
 
We were A Mini Team but played like A Mighty 
Force and came away with a very respectable score 
line. Final score St Michaels 3, Pendle Hill 0. 
 
A huge thanks to our coach Steve who came up with 
a great game plan and made this a really fun match. 
Cheers 
 

By now all teams should have received 
their IGA cards to be used at the Old 

Toongabbie store.  All you need to do is 
show your card at the IGA store to get 5% 
off your total purchase.  Support the guys 

that support our Club.  Thanks IGA. 
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Match Reports 
Round 10 

 
 

12/4  vs  Castle Hill 
 
After going down playing short of numbers on Satur-
day, we were determined to turn it around on Sunday 
in our catch up against Castle Hill. In an exciting 
match that had plenty of attack, most of it ours as our 
fast attacking play catches out our opposition, all our 
guys put in a huge gutsy effort which left nothing on 
the field. 
 
It started with Dylan showing superb defence yet 
again, this time coming in from the centre to stop 
their attack down the right, passing it to Aryan to 
make a good run up. Yash followed and took it up 
further but their defence was on top of it. They 
turned it around but Thomas was awesome as he ran 
in to take control and followed up with a perfect pass 
to Kuvam on the left.  
 
Kuvam controlled it, getting it to Athavan then Aryan 
and back to Athavan in an excellent to get through 
their defence. Tarun then made a burst, getting clear 
for a shot but their keeper was ready for it. We domi-
nated for the next 10 minutes, first it was Mukund, 
Kuvam and Yash combining to bring the attack for-
ward. We got a throw in and took it quickly with Ary-
an in good position to receive, passed to Yash then 
Tarun for a shot but saved. Athavan then made a solo 
move with good footwork for another shot but saved 
again! 
 
Than Yash and Aryan combined, with Yash passing 
from the left side to get it to Aryan on the right who 
was clear for another shot that was saved – we could-
n’t find the net, or more correctly get it pass their 
keeper who was doing a great job. Mukund was then 
tested as keeper, but he made an awesome move 
running out from goal to get the ball before they took 
a shot! 
 
 

 
 
Aravind then displayed wonderful defence to stop 
their attack and win a throw in. Kuvam received it and 
showed great sight to pass it to Aryan who made a 
break but the half-time whistle stopped him. 
 
Our guys couldn’t believe we hadn’t scored and nei-
ther could the parents! They went back on for the 
second half, with Mukund showing great timing for a 
header and Tarun made another fast run – once he 
gets going there’s no stopping him, unless he gets 
fouled just outside the penalty box that is and that’s 
exactly what happened. Yash took the kick, and 
striked it well but their keeper just managed to move 
across and get a hand to it. 
 
Next thing you knew Castle Hill made a break, they 
won a corner, got the ball close to the goal and boot-
ed it in with help from a deflection! We couldn’t be-
lieve we were down on the scoreboard! We stuck at it 
however, with Athavan awesome in defence, Kuvan 
showing great urgency in attack, and Chitvan had an 
awesome period where he stopped everything that 
came his way and turned it into our attack! Drashy 
used his speed time and time again to cover us on the 
other side of the field, before getting the ball to Yash 
who had another shot but saved again! Then Aravind 
got it past their keeper but became tangled with their 
keeper, Yash got to it first and had a shot through 
desperate defence but it was on his wrong side and 
just went wide. 
 
We were down to the final couple of minutes before, 
on the attack again, and Mukund was perfectly posi-
tioned for a rough header through their defence to 
level the scores! The boys ran back for the kick-off 
cheering with huge smiles, their persistence paying 
off and finishing with a draw that felt like a win! 
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Match Reports 
Round 12 

 
 

12/4  vs  Newington 
 
We were away against Newington, and an accident 
on the M4 meant we got a few messages about play-
ers being stuck in traffic. We only had 8 to start with, 
but our guys weren't worried and we soon found out 
why as they played as though there were 11 on the 
field! Somehow we were dominating with only 8 play-
ers against the team coming second who had a full 
squad. 
 
It wasn't long before we took advantage of our field 
position and Yash booted in an awesome goal! We 
attacked again with David being dangerous down the 
side but couldn't get it across the goal. We then had 
two more players join in to make it 10 which made 
myself and the coach a bit more comfortable!  
Mukund made a move, got the ball to Yash who near-
ly had another shot at goal before Chitvan got control 
off the ball from Newington and pressured their de-
fence again. 
 
They defended well and then counter attacked, hav-
ing a shot at goal but Kuvam made an awesome save 
by blocking the powerful kick with his hands. The ball 
was still in play and right in front of goal but Bikram 
saw the danger and he showed fast desperate de-
fence to get it out of danger for us. We were under 
pressure for the next few minutes, but Michael ran 
hard in cover defence with awesome skill and then 
Thomas displayed great cover defence and backed it 
up with a strong pass or us to attack again, winning a 
corner. 
 
They made another break but David used his speed to 
block them again, before Mukund, Aryan, Bikram and 
Chitvan combined to dominate the mid-field with skil-
ful passing. We then had our last player turn up to 
finally have a full team on the field! 
 
 

 
However the even numbers didn't initially help as 
Newington had another attempt but Kuvam made 
another superb save. Dylan ran hard to take the ball, 
passed it clear to Yash who attacked fast, Chitvan re-
ceived it and only had the keeper to beat but the an-
gle from the side meant it was a hard shot, the keep-
er deflected it and Chitvan ran hard to get it, putting 
enough pressure on their defence that they decided it 
was worth a goal as it rebounded off them into goal! 
 
We couldn't believe we were 2-0 up after starting 
with only 8 players! Michael then kept our goal clear 
at the end of the first half, with a fast determined run 
to clear the ball before the whistle went! 
 
I think we needed a longer half time break after all 
that running making up numbers in the first half as 
Newington came out firing and scored their first goal 
after only a couple of minutes! A defensive lapse then 
let them score again straight away to level the score. 
This woke our guys up as they switched back on in a 
huge second half effort! 
 
Athavan sparked it with an awesome period of de-
fence and attack - coping well under pressure in de-
fence and turning it around to a fast counterattack! 
Aryan and David combined on our left flank to mount 
further pressure before Chitvan, Dylan and Thomas 
were heavily involved in stopping Newington from 
scoring again. 
 
A late attack involving Aryan and Yash had us in great 
position for Mukund to have a shot but it went over 
the crossbar! The whistle then sounded to finally end 
the match and our guys walked off exhausted! Terrific 
effort guys!! 
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Match Reports 
Round 10, 12 and State Cup 

 
 

15/1  vs  Ermington     8-0 Win 
 
Playing a very weak side today and with an important 
State Cup match tomorrow we asked the boys to put 
in a solid first half and then we could relax in the sec-
ond and that is exactly what they did. 
 
First half and we passed the ball around nicely and 
some good finishing found us up 7-0 at the break.  
Second half and we did relax (probably a bit too 
much) but that game was never in doubt and it gave 
us a chance to try a few things before tomorrow’s 
game. 
 
Good win boys. 
 
 

FNSW State Cup Quarter Final 
15/1  vs  Auburn     2-0 Win 

 
Of all the teams to play and we find ourselves in the 
last 8 teams in the State and up against our rivals 
from our own competition Auburn District and even 
worse we had to go play on their home ground.  Any 
other team in the state, at any other place in the 
state would have been better. 
 
The game started nervously for both sides and we 
never really got our passing game going, which was 
probably due to our nerves and also Auburns bustling 
tactics.  When we got the ball we didn't have time to 
do anything and that led us to panic and kick the ball 
aimlessly.  First half over and it was a pretty uninspir-
ing 0-0. 
 
Second half we asked the boys to slow down and find  
a man and this led to us creating a few opportunities 
and although still not at our best it was an awesome 
effort to get a goal up and then two goals up and 
some of the Auburn guys lost the plot a little and we 
had to keep our own cool and not get involved in the 
niggle. 

 
The game ended 2-0 and I was very proud of the boys 
today.  Sometimes you play great football and you get 
the result and sometimes you just have to dig in and 
win the game by keeping your head and not giving 
up.  We did the latter today and it was great to beat 
Auburn for the first time in a few seasons. 
 
We can play a lot better than that and we will need to 
against our next opponent but regardless you have 
performed very well in this tournament so well done 
boys. 
 

15/1  vs  St Michaels     6-0 Win 
 

It was a bit of a difficult one today as I thought the 
boys minds would be on their State Cup semi final 
tomorrow but they did their job, created plenty of 
chances, scored a few and got the job done easily. 
 
 

FNSW State Cup Semi Final 
15/1  vs  AC United   2-3 Loss (gg) 

 
When you get to the last 4 teams left in a State wide 
competition it’s never going to be easy but the boys 
performed the best we have seen them in a few sea-
sons today.  After falling behind early to a very strong 
AC United we didn't let our heads drop and got back 
into the game with a well taken set piece to make it        
1-1.   
 
Just before half time AC United got their noses in 
front again and we went to the break 1-2 down but 
pretty confident that we could get back into the 
game.  Second half was a real stalemate as both sides 
had chances but couldn't convert and with 3 minutes 
to go we got the equaliser we deserved. 
 
Going into golden goal extra time we felt pretty confi-
dent but a penalty to AC United that was converted 
finished our tournament, ne game short of the Grand 
Final. 
 
The boys should be very please with their achieve-
ments in this tournament.  Well done boys. 
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Match Reports 
Rnd 10, 12 and Rnd 4 catch up 

 
 

17/2 Wht vs Pendo Blk     0-1 Loss 
 
The local derby was a very tight game played with 
good sportsmanship under glorious sunshine.  And 
how good was it to have a reserve on the bench after 
struggling with our team list for so long!  The boys 
played some quality soccer especially in the first 
half.  There were some passing movements between 
the Akhurst boys & Lavan & Steve  & Parth & Archis 
that were wondrous to behold.  Parth looked like a 
magician with one juggling display that gave everyone 
a giggle including himself.  It’s great to see the boys 
enjoying the game.  It was still a nil-all deadlock at the 
half time break and we had a sniff of a first victory for 
the season.  But with 15 minutes to go, a long break 
down the right hand side stretched us to our limit and 
their thundering finishing shot gave Jack no hope.   
 
There were plenty of positives from this game.  Cam-
eron E put his body on the line countless times to 
save our bacon.  Abela was his usual rock solid in de-
fence.  Players like Jordan & Ryan showed persistence 
in their second efforts.  It was good to see Sam back 
from injury and a couple of his downtown long shots 
brought back memories.  We’ll have to call Cameron 
Ak the postman, because he always delivers.  His 
passes into open space and in front of our advancing 
wingers put us on the attack on numerous occa-
sions.  Jack was brave to dive full length to save goals 
even if that meant a blood nose.  An all round good 
effort today boys. 
 

17/2 Wht  vs  Auburn District     1-3 Loss 
 
This was a catch up game and it was great to have a 
full team plus 2 reserves for the first time this sea-
son.  So thanks to everyone who made the journey 
out on a chilly Tuesday night.  While we didn’t secure 
a win at least we got on the scoreboard and it’s been 
a while since that has happened.  Steve took a free 
kick which floated over a swarm of players in the box 
and made a few deflections before Parth slammed it 
home.   

But to be fair it came against the run of play. Auburn 
had the lion’s share of possession and territory.  We 
spent a lot of time defending,  Their finishing as poor 
but our scrambling defence was desperate.  A couple 
of leaked goals to Auburn were always on the cards 
and the third floating goal was simply a fluke.   
 
We couldn’t get any rhythm going with our posses-
sion.  Their tackling pressure was intense and when 
we did cough it up they seemed to create momentum 
without much trouble.  With their glut of advantage 
they really should have blown us away but they only 
sealed their win with about 5 minutes to go.  We saw 
enough in this game to find chinks in their ar-
mour.  They are inclined to be complacent, likely to 
self-destruct if we apply more pressure, and be 
wasteful in front of goals.  So if we can be a bit more 
physical, more confident to get our head on the ball 
from Jack’s big clearance kicks, use the width of the 
park and communicate well as a team, we can turn it 
around on Saturday.  Go Pendo. 
 

17/2 Wht  vs  Kellyville   0-8 Loss 
 
We were hoping for a tight game, but with only 9 
players to start the game, it was always going to be a 
long shot.  We actually finished the game with only 8 
and a few of those were carrying niggling injuries and 
recovering from sickness during the week.  But the 
boys fought hard for each other and put in the effort 
to stem the flow.  80 minutes is a long time to be 
sprinting around the field to tackle hard, gain posses-
sion and then have no-one within coo-ee to pass 
to.  Despite the odds they did put together some 
sweet passing combinations but were usually 
swamped by opposition jerseys just when we looked 
dangerous. 
 
Kellyville started the game with two cracking goals 
and the other scoreboard entries were simply the 
result of our exhaustion.  Not that goalkeepers Jack 
(and then Lavan) were off their game, it was just the 
lack of yellow shirts available to challenge the strik-
ers.  Abela was brilliant once again and cleared the 
ball with customary clinical efficiency.  Parth & Cam-
eron E & Steve & Ryan & the Akhurst boys gave 100% 
and you can’t ask for anything more than that. 
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Match Reports 
Round 10 

 
 

17/1  vs  Castle Hill Utd Wht  7-0 Win 
 
With the return of Tim from injury put us back to a 
not only a full squad on the weekend but also our 
strongest back  line and with this the 17/1’s were de-
termined to put a few goals on the scoreboard 
against Castle Hill (white). 
 
The First half saw some strong defense and outstand-
ing passing executions from our midfielders Arbin, 
James and Glenn. From this our first opportunity 
came in the 12th minute when Arbin put a through 
ball to Daniel on the outside then scoring, making it 1
-0 and from here the goals kept coming. 
 
Pendle hill were playing some great football antici-
pating each other well, keeping CHU white on the 
back foot as well as being in their half for the majority 
of the game. Set plays and combinations by Arbin to 
Joel, Alex and Glenn saw another 3 goals in our favor 
during the match however it was a goal by Glenn 
from outside the box saw him fire the ball past the 
keeper in surprise that was a highlight. Also Tim that 
in the last remaining minutes showed us one of his 
floater type crosses that drifted into the top right 
hand corner scoring another goal to the Boys collec-
tion and showing that he was back in form. 
Once again our backs did an excellent job with Aaron 
and also Michael being some of the standouts. In the 
center, Bilal also played well drawing in the opposi-
tion before offloading to some set plays in the game.  

In all a 7-0 Victory was won by the 17’s with accredi-
tation going to Joel scoring 3 goals, as well as Alex, 
Daniel, Glen and Tim all scoring a goal each to the 
tally.  Points this week went to Bilal (3) Glenn (2) Mi-
chael (1)   A great game to watch Boys and now puts 
us 7 points clear on the ladder  

 
FNSW State Cup Quarter Final 

17/1 vs  Belrose    5-1 Win 
 
After watching the U15-1 secure their spot in the 
semi-finals, and a motivational speech from Vanessa, 
the team were ready to play football and secure their 
own semi-final spot. 
 
For the first half the “tigers” went hard and fast at 
their opponents, moving the ball around with speed 
and precision which created a number of good scor-
ing opportunities. 
 
Within the first 40 minutes we scored 3 goals from 
open play and a penalty. Although Roselea were a bit 
shell shocked they continued to work hard and man-
aged to score from outside the box with just 5 
minutes till half time. 
 
The second half both teams played at pace, and alt-
hough our crisp play had dropped off somewhat, we 
managed another goal to well and truly seal the 
game. 
 
Well done boys, you significantly outplayed the oppo-
sition. 
 
2 goals each to Alex and James and 1 to Abdul. 3 
points to Aaron, 2 James, 1 Jake. 
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45/1  vs  North Rocks Blk   2-3 Loss 
 
The continuing saga of the walking wounded with 
people injured, carrying injuries or away on holidays 
and man flu are taking their toll.  We started with 13 
including the return of the Marquee although again 
he took no part in the game and is a little tired of 
getting his gear on for no start!!! 
 
We played very well today for 80% of the game and 
we deserved at least a draw and were very unlucky.  
The official on the day can be described in one word – 
TERRIBLE.  His knowledge of the LOTG was strange to 
say the least with several errors in law made.  How he 
can give a penalty from halfway nobody knows? 
 
We played as a team and were putting together so 
great passes and for all of the first half we controlled 
the game.  We played to feet, kept our shape and our 
talking was good.  The King has a shot after some 
great lead up work from the Spiderman and the 
Maestro but alas it went wide.  Empty passes to Taxi 
and he has a good shot which their keeper couldn’t 
handle as he parried it away straight to Anthony who 
just failed to get to the ball before their scrambling 
defence cleared it up field.   
 
The Governor lays the ball off to Anthony who gives a 
great through ball to Taxi who scores a top goal 
across the keeper to the far post – 1-0 to the Mighty 
45’s.  Great covering defence to the Governor con-
cedes a corner kick.  We clear it away up field and the 
ball goes to Empty who has a great shot from an a 
difficult angle and it hits the underside of the cross 
bar and goes over the line and bounces out where 
Turn makes sure by heading into the back of the net.  
A top goal to Empty, although his team mates were 
awarding it to Turn to stir him up – 2-0 and we were 
coasting.   
 
 

 
The opposition was shell shocked as the bottom team 
was beating them (top of the table team) and beating 
them well.  We relaxed a tad and we failed to mark 
up from a corner and they got one back – 2-1 just be-
fore half time.  With some of the referee’s decisions 
and errors in law we were perplexed and when we 
rightly complained nicely he replied with a caution for 
dissent.  We received more cautions in this game 
than we normally get all year???? 

The second half comes and we continue to play well.  
The King gets injured and has to come off with “H” 
replacing him and the Marquee left on the bench to 
help the King recover.  The Governor gets a push in 
the back and the North Rocks attacker protests his 
innocence.  It’s handbags with a little bit of push and 
shove and the referee issues a caution to both for 
their troubles.   So the Governor has gone from goal 
scoring to caution gainer!!!   
 
A great ball to Anthony from the defence and he 
again lays it off for Taxi who has a shot with the out-
side of his foot which cannons into the cross bar – 
how unlucky are we and he deserved better.  Perry 
has a little too much to say about the referee’s ac-
tions or lack of and gets cautioned for his efforts.  
Slack marking as two unmarked North Rocks players 
are through on goal with only the Mullet to beat.  In 
true form he saves superbly – top save.  Shawky runs 
into a North Rocks player in the box who makes a 
great acting performance of falling over for the refer-
ee to award a penalty from nearly half way.  They 
score from the spot and it is 2-2.   
 
Some strange decisions with the referee ordering in-
jured players who haven’t received attention to leave 
the field of play until he allows them back on (error in 
law again).  “H” gets a caution for righty protesting.    
The Spiderman is fouled as he tries to clear the ball 
and falls to the ground in some pain but the referee 
ignores this and plays on only for them to luckily 
score a goal near the end of the game.   
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45/1 cont 
 
I was advised after the game that it had come off one 
of our players for an own goal.  Nevertheless because 
of some strange refereeing decisions we were robbed 
of at least a draw which we deserved.  Empty gets a 
caution for protesting the fact that we were fouled 
before the goal only to receive a caution for dissent. 
 
Guys I am proud of you all and you were on your 
game for at least 80% of the time.  If we can get that 
up to 90 to 95% of the game we will beat anybody in 
this competition.  Well played Mighty 45’s. 

 
Good points: 
 

 We played well in the first half. 

 We played many balls to feet. 

 We laid the ball off well. 

 We took our chances well in the first half. 

 Taxi’s great shots and goal. 

 The Maestro and Taxi’s vision. 

 Solid defence for much of the game. 

 The Mullet’s excellent first class saves. 

 Anthony’s lone target role up front. 

 The Marquee’s paperwork and water boy job. 

 The beer afterwards 

 True Blue mateship after the game 

 The true stories 
 The one liners 
 

 
Bad points: 
 
 Wrong refereeing decisions for both sides but 

especially us. 
 Not enough bodies for interchanging. 
 Relaxing too much towards the end of the game. 
 Limited structure at times. 
 Not having the first team on the park for weeks. 
 Ball watching and chasing by a couple. 
 The Governor doesn’t score. 
 The Marquee left on the bench. 
 
The Marquee’s man of the match was Taxi for his 
world class goal and never give up play for 80 
minutes.  It was great to see him punch the air when 
he scored as he deserved a top goal for his effort.  
Anthony gets a worthy runner up mention for his 
great lay off passes which result in a goal and a very 
near miss.  
 

 
 

Taxi – Man of the Match 
 

Next week (Round 11) we play North Rocks White on 
Saturday 20th June, 2015 at Binalong Park No. 3 
(Theatre of Dreams) with the Kick Off at 3.00 pm.   
 
 

  The Marquee – Football Coordinator 
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45/1  vs  Greystanes     2-1 Win 

Today we welcome back old team mate “The Ho-
bo” (Jeff Knapp).  His return helps as we continue to 
have walking wounded and people away on holidays 
adding to our woes.  The word had got around that 
the Marquee was starting today and the crowds had 
swelled at Bathurst Street in anticipation of his ap-
pearance.  Some say it was because of the beautiful 
sunny winter’s day, others say it was because the 
Celtic Highlander, Turn, has been on fire lately but we 
all know it is because the Marquee was making a rare 
appearance on the starting sheet.  We started with 15 
today which is the most we have had for a while.  We 
rotated the players available very well today and that 
may well explain why we played at the top of our 
game and won deservedly.  We also played for the 
full 80 minutes which made a difference.  Yet again 
we had no official referee and a 35/1’s player from 
the next game took the whistle. 
 
The Governor wins the toss and we are starting keep-
ing the ball and playing some great balls to feet.  We 
played like a team that wanted to win however, some 
slack marking from a corner kick and their tall striker 
had a free header and put it away for them to lead 1-
0.  The Marquee was making a nuisance of himself 
and the opposition must have thought he was special 
or was a top player (we all know he is special) as they 
often had two players on him.   

 
We get a corner from the right and with the Mar-
quee, Anthony and Taxi well marked the ball sails 
over to a free Toey who jumps high and heads it 
home for the equaliser just inside the far post with 
the keeper having no hope.  1-1 and we were on top. 
 
Turn nearly scores as their keeper fumbles the ball.  
Empty yells that was yours.  Half time comes and it is 
still all square however we played to feet, kept our 
shape and our talking was good in the first half.  The 
second half starts with us playing as good as we did in 
the first half.  The Hobo is having some good runs and 
out pacing the opposition.  He goes on a run and 
shoots and somehow they manage to clear it over the 
bar at the last moment – top effort Hobo.  Great pass-
ing from the King to Perry and then to the Maestro 
who puts it into their penalty area for a diving Antho-
ny just missing to connect.  The Maestro is having a 
top game.   
 
Empty has a shot which stings the keeper’s hands and 
it is somehow moved away by their defence.  Taxi has 
another great shoot from distance which is just a little 
wide.  Spider takes another knock for the team as he 
hits the turf again and again in defiance of them 
getting through.  A good free kick from the King and 
we nearly get another goal as their keeper just man-
ages to grab it as Empty collides with him. 
 
Perry gets knocked over by a solid Greystanes num-
ber 11 who shoots and just misses.  We should have 
been given the foul on Perry who protests loudly to 
no avail.  The Maestro is really playing well with some 
great visionary passes.  Taxi has a great attempted 
chip of their keeper who is standing well off his line, 
however, it just goes over the bar.  The Governor is 
playing a solid game in defence.  Another great chip 
attempt from the Maestro and it bounces just before 
their keeper and goes in for a great goal.  2-1 to the 
Mighty 45’s. 
 
Our interchanges worked exceptionally well today 
and we kept our defence the same all game and only 
changed the halves and forwards.  Note for future 
games when we have enough bodies on the bench.   
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45/1 cont 
 
The Mighty 45’s played like champions today and if 
we do this in every game we will cause the opposition 
trouble.  The way we played today we can beat any-
one and it showed in everyone’s faces after the game 
– the team spirit was there and we were on a high.  
Well played Mighty 45’s. 
 
Good points: 
 
 We played well for 80 minutes. 
 We laid the ball off well. 
 We played to feet 
 Toey’s headed goal. 
 Taxi’s great shots. 
 The Maestro and Taxi’s vision. 
 Solid defence for much of the game. 
 The Mullet’s top saves. 
 Good interchanging. 
 Anthony’s lone target role up front. 
 The Marquee’s 20 minutes of fame and causing a 

nuisance. 
 The team spirit and smiles on everyone’s faces. 
 The cold Corona’s and limes after the game. 
 True Blue mateship after the game. 
 
Bad points: 
 
 A lapse in concentration for their goal. 
 Not having the first team on the park for weeks. 
 The Governor doesn’t score. 
 
The Marquee’s man of the match was the Maestro 
who’s all round play was excellent and his vision was 
on display for all to see.  Taxi and Toey again gave 
never give up displays for the whole game.  The Gov-
ernor should be noted for his solid defence and com-
mand of the back line.  Nobody gets the “Stuff Up 
Shirt” this week as we all played like champions. 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Maestro – Man of the Match             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome Back – The Hobo 

 

 

Next week (Round 11 catch up game) we play North 
Rocks White on Saturday 4th July, 2015 at Binalong 
Park No. 3 (Theatre of Dreams) with the Kick Off at 
3.00 pm.   
 

  The Marquee – Football Coordinator 
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10Girls vs  Rouse Hill 
 
The girls played well as they always do, and they have 
improved the skills learnt at training with kicking the 
ball up the sideline, which saw us get the ball close to 
our goal a few times. 
 
Well done to our Goal Keepers Maddie M and Ella, 
and a great attacking game by Abby, Maddie B, Mac-
kayla and Sam, and great passing and defence by Tay-
la, Cosette, Emily, Hollie and Charlize. 
 
Big Happy Birthday to Sam on Sunday and Tayla on 
Tuesday. Hip Hip Horray. 
 

 
10Girls vs  Winston Hills  

 
This week's match report is one like you've never 
read about this team before. We scored our first goal 
of the season!!! It was a 100m goal, with perfect 
passing up the sideline, to see Charli take a powerful 
shot and find the back of the net!  
 
The supporters found their voices and screamed like 
10 year old girls! 
 
Our goalies, Piper and Ella had their work cut out for 
them saving many of Winston Hills attempts. 
 
After a week off training and our last game being 2 
weeks ago, the girls came onto the field with the de-
termination that today's game was going to be differ-
ent.  Our passing and taking the ball up the sidelines 
are our biggest improvements this week. After de-
fending for 90% of the game the girls were exhaust-
ed. They couldn't have given any more or made us 
any prouder!  
 
 

 
14/2 Girls vs  Auburn FC   0-3 Loss 

 
Good game had by all our girls. Trying out a new 
strategy proved a little tricky at first but once they got 
into rhythm we were off and running. Good passing 
and talking amongst themselves  helped get the ball 
up the field. Good attacking and strong kicking from 
our girls was great to see. Good defense from Auburn 
FC keep us scoreless. 
 
With 4 unlucky shots at goal in the first half we were 
2 nil down at half time. The girls took the field in the 
second half full of gusto again having several  unlucky 
attempts at goals and managed to keep Auburn from 
scoring until an unlucky penalty shoot  just before full 
time brought the score to 3 nil .Great effort girls. 

 
Just a reminder to parents and 

players that we have a responsibil-

ity to our neighbours and when 

you are training or playing games 

it would be appreciated if you did 

not park across their driveways or 

on their lawns. 

 

Thank you. 
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16/2 Girls vs  North Rocks    3-2 Win 
 

Wow…where has the time gone? Round 10 and we 
have gone full circle with the return match against 
North Rocks. 
 
The message before the game was not to be compla-
cent. This North Rocks would be different from the 
team that played in round 1. Staying strong defen-
sively and controlling the middle of the field would be 
key. 
The game started brightly and we started to press 
straight from the kick off but a very structured North 
Rocks defence held firm and started to push back 
with much of contest being played out across the 
middle of the field. 
 
The game went back and forth with both teams trying 
to gain the advantage until eventually the ball was 
worked down the right wing and across the North 
Rocks goal to an unmarked Maddie H who put into 
the back of the net.  
 
What was most pleasing about this goal was that it 

was a real team effort built from the back through the 

midfield, a strong team effort. 

Not put off by this, North Rocks came back strong but 
were held back on each attempt. 
 
With dynamic play and some sublime passing, Bri-
anna P, Marianna T and Lara C began to dominate the 
midfield and in so doing set up chance for Maddie H, 
Amy M, Emily A and Sammi C to further expose the 
North Rocks goal. 
 
In the midst of this a free kick was awarded to the 
Tigers giving Kathryn M the opportunity of a long 
range attempt. Kathryn struck the ball well and as it 
flew into the box, the North Rock defence attempted 
to head it clear but as luck would have it they only 
managed to deflect it high into the air and as it came 
back down it dropped neatly into the net. 

 
 
The first half continued and still North Rocks moved 
forward, forcing Amy E, Kathryn M, Madi C and Indigo 
C to work hard to keep them out. Gabby D was in goal 
and was called upon on a couple of occasions was 
forced to save shots on goal. North Rocks were 
awarded a penalty but Gabby D stood strong and 
managed to parry the shot high above her before re-
gathering safely. 
 
As the had nothing to lose, North Rock came the 
attacks coming and after a scramble in the box man-
age to pull one back making it 2-1 at half time. 
With Brianna P taking her turn in goal, the second 
half started in the same spirit as the first and it was 
fair to say that the score line didn’t reflect the posses-
sion or the control in the match. On any other day the 
team would have a much higher tally but it wasn’t to 
be as the goal posts and North Rocks keeper kept the 
shots away. 
 
Against the run of play, the ball came down to the 

Tigers goal and North Rocks managed to get a corner. 

Despite attempts to complete a clearance the ball 

made its way to an unmarked North Rocks player 

who took their chance and equalized the score at 2-2. 

With hopes raised, North Rocks tried to impose some 
authority in the game but for the second game where 
2 goals have been conceded it was almost like a sense 
of calm had descended and order was soon regained. 
Having moved the ball through midfield again, a pass 
put Amy M into space and taking it forward she was 
able to cleanly finish the move off and make it 3-2.  
This game gave a great insight into how the players 
have developed so far, showing great strength of 
character to clinch the game having been forced back 
when the equalizer came. 
 
As always there are still things that can be improved 
but things appear very promising and I look forward 
to watching and helping the rest of the season unfold. 
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U19G  vs  Castle Hill Utd   7-0 Win 
 
After winning against this same team last week 5-0 in 
a catch up game, we spoke about continuing on 
improving our passing and support play and not wor-
ry too much about the goals because they would 
come eventually.  It took the girls a little while to 
settle into the game but then they were a much im-
proved team putting in a great team effort with also 
some brilliant individual plays from Lore and Danielle 
to grab a couple of great goals.  With 3 goals from 
Gemma, Lore 2, Danielle 1 and Belinda 1 from a per-
fect free kick just outside the box and some great 
support play from the whole team, it was a much im-
proved effort.   
 
Our defence had a couple of scary moments but were 
solid enough to hold them out and help our fill in GK, 
Maree keep a clean sheet.  A much better game from 
our midfielders with plenty of quality ball for our for-
wards.  A great team effort from all the girls. 
 

FNSW State Cup Quarter Final 
Ladies Prems vs Sydney Uni   1-4 Loss 

 
Getting to the quarter finals of a State tournament is 
a pretty gig but turning up knowing you are having to 
play with 10 players is an impossible task especially 
against a strong Sydney Uni team. 
 
The girls tried hard and at one stage got the game 
back to 3-1 and I thought we had a chance but no 
fresh legs against a solid opposition was difficult and 
although the girls that were there on the day gave it 
their best we were never going to advance against a 
very good side that had spare players on the bench. 
 
A good effort from the girls that turned up to play 
today. 
 
 
 

 
O35L  vs  Toongabbie   2-1 Win 

 
Another Friday night and another good result for the 
ladies. With the "Pendo Princess" (Vanessa) out with 
a ruptured calf muscle that up till last week she 
didn't know she had.  A calf muscle that is! and "The 
Bulldog" (Marty) out with a hammy it was 
going to be a tough night.   
 
With niggling injuries for Helen (bum muscle), Rose-
lee (back) and Jan (leg), they still managed to take the 
field and do their job for the team until Helen rolled 
her ankle on the uneven surface and finally called it a 
night.  Not long after, Jan, already suffering from a  
leg injury was flattened by a Toongabbie player, who 
just happened to play for us last season, but like the 
little fighter she is, just brushed herself off and was 
straight back into it, but not until she gave the bird to 
her coach and bench who were in fits of laughter.   
 
With goals to Kerri and Jan, nailing one from a corner, 
and with many more chances that just couldn't find 
the back of the net.  Some of our shots at goal looked 
more like back passes at times. 
 
Toongabbie were the Premiers last season and alt-
hough not the same team as last year still 
kept our ladies on their toes (and Jan on her back-
side) most of the night. Our defence was again solid 
and when we started working our way up the field 
with our passing and support play we looked good 
and created many chances.  With our injuries and the 
poor state of the playing surface at Ted Horwood re-
serve, the ladies did just enough to get the 3 points 
and remain undefeated. 

Kookie is on holidays 
and Kookies Corner 
will be back next 
week. 


